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What are the common reasons why clients leave?
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E2E - End-to-end describes a process that takes a system or service from beginning 
to end and delivers a complete functional solution, usually without needing to 
obtain anything from a third party.
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Strategy is to get the things done in more efficient way

Simplified SD operations are highlighted in the chart on right. The model is focused 
on automatized processing of as many incoming requests as possible. If not possible, 
skilled CSR - Customer Service Representatives (Service Desk) will answer the 
incoming query either via chat/phone/e-mail or self-service (web) request. Requests 
that require involvement of other groups for resolution, will be transferred in form of 
ticket further. The primary goal is to minimize need for involvement of other groups 
and have queries resolved through automation (0 level) or at 1st level (Service Desk). 
Knowledge base is mostly personalized to each customer and can be either web-
based or database based for example in Lotus notes. It’s purpose is to help to resolve 
customer’s query or provide appropriate process to achieve resolution (which specific 
data are necessary to gather and where to look for further support). 
As the CSR is speaking to the customer, he/she will also document the details of the 
call in a ticketing system. Each ticket will contain some basic customer details, 
machine information, problem/request classification and description, including steps 
taken to resolve the query. There may be slight variations from client to client, but 
the base remains the same.
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CSR – Customer Service Representative
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Imagine challenge – how to properly prioritize web queue?
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STAFFING MODULE ::: As previously mentioned in this package, it is critical 
for the success of a SD Operation to have the correct number of people 
staffed on the line through the day. This staffing is based on historical data 
which can be used to predict the number of calls expected. This, in turn, is 
used to calculate the associated number of people required to handle these 
calls. The Staffing Module can be a complex tool which is integrated into the 
phone system and extracts data on a real time basis while some SD 
operations use more simplistic Spreadsheet based tools. Regardless of the 
solution, the Staffing Module will be responsible for items such as scheduling, 
vacation management, break management and training scheduling.
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How would you ensure monitoring and SLA delivery?
TELEPHONY MODULE ::: The telephony module is the core of the SD 
Operation. Without this, there is no Service Desk. These systems gives the 
call centres their shape. All SDs will use a tool in order to monitor real time call 
activity (how many calls in the queue, actual performance against targets etc). 
These systems also allow the management to monitor CSR activity (how many 
people are on calls, how many people are available to take calls etc). Such 
tools are very powerful but need to be leveraged to ensure that all targets are 
achieved. As a SD is a customer-focused service, the quality of each and 
every call is of utmost importance to the Management. Therefore, it is 
commonplace to deploy a system which can record a sample of the calls 
received by the centre. These are then evaluated against a set of standards 
and the individual CSR may receive coaching, as required.
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How would you build a KB?
CALL HANDLING MODULE ::: Once a CSR has received a call, he/she is 
required to document all customer interactions in a ticketing system. It is 
important to carefully gather basic information about the customer’s issue as 
these are essential for swift problem resolution. Furthermore, should the CSR 
be unable to resolve the query, the information will be passed electronically 
(though the ticketing system) to another group. These details will be by 
required by this group also so they need to be clearly documented in the ticket. 
In order to help the CSR with the resolution of the problem, he/she will use a 
knowledge base of information. By asking the customer clear problem 
determination questions and using this information to query the database, the 
CSR will be able to find detailed, step-by-step instructions to resolve the 
customer’s problem.
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REPORTING MODULE ::: A SD operation is measured against a number of 
key targets (STA, Abandonment Rate, First Call Resolution and Customer 
Satisfaction). While the exact nature of the targets may vary from account to 
account, the requirement to produce performance reports at regular intervals 
does not. SD Operations often deploy automated tools to produce the required 
customer reports. This can include a automated survey tool which sends an 
electronic survey to customers and tabulates the responses or web based 
solutions that report on the performance of the account versus telephony 
metrics (ASA, Service Level and Abandonment Rate). Given the volume of 
work handled by SD Operations, it is important to automate as much of the 
reporting as possible as manual report generation is both time consuming and 
prone to error.
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§ 15 of the world’s largest Banks & Financial Companies
§ 11 of the world’s largest Industrial Products & Retail Companies

§ 11 of the world’s largest Media & Communication Companies

§ 9 of the world’s largest Insurance Companies
§ 9 of the world’s largest Healthcare and Life Sciences Companies

§ 8 of the world’s largest Electronics Companies
§ 8 of the world’s largest Automotive Companies

§ 5 of the world’s largest Airline Companies
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CSAT – Customer Satisfaction
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There are three key drivers that are shaping the way we’re building the next-gen service desk for Workplace Support Services 
with Watson. 

The first driver is the explosive growth of devices. Obviously, this is something that we can all wrap our heads around. I was in a 
meeting a few days ago and the majority of the devices were not laptops. They were either tablets or cell phones that were 
being used for meeting minutes. This additional set of devices, used by people that are on the go and not tethered to their desk, 
requires a different support strategy. This means different ways of ways of pushing patches, different ways of handling remote 
takeover and different types of questions we need to ask.

The second driver is the globalization and the mobility of this workforce. Workers are just not in conference rooms but spread 
out around the world. There’s probably not another IBMer within 30 miles of where I am presenting this right now. Therefore, 
this mobility aspect requires us to be able to support them better remotely, and that brings in a lot of implications, such as 
proactive remediation.

And lastly, there is the impact of workforce demographics. This driver is really amplified by the fact you see on the lower right of 
the slide, which states that by “2020 or next year, five different generations are going to be in the workforce all at one time.” 
This includes individuals that have gone from no cell phone, to desk phones, to desktop computers. The scope of this workforce 
includes workers that have lived through the advancement of distributed computing right through folks that were born with a 
cell phone in their hand. This provides a massive spread of expectations around how support is going to be provided.

I won’t go through each of the facts on the slide. But they are great anecdotes that really amplify and illustrate drivers shaping 
the way we are thinking the service desk of the future. 
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We appreciate that you may be in one of many stages in your Workplace 
Transformation, and our objective is to work with you to ensure your service 
transforms at a pace that drives the maximum return on investment for you, creates a 
great user experience and isn’t disruptive to your end users. 

The first part of this transformation is ensure that you have the right foundation from 
which to transform your service; we first need to ensure we understand what types of 
issues you have, drive process efficiencies, build user self-help content and use 
simpler automation, such as automatic password reset, to ensure we hit a return on 
investment quickly, and steer your transformation in the right direction. In the next 
few slides, we will talk about our analytics, that will help create the insights we use.

Once we have a clear understanding of your users and their issues, we will implement 
solutions that resonate with end users, empowering them to get their issues fixed 
quicker. Here, though using AI and Automation will reduce the number of issues users 
face, augment their channels of support and make these more personal, provide 
immediate support for a range of issues, and create an overall superior user 
experience.



We offer an integrated suite of capabilities designed to enhance employee 
productivity, manage costs and deliver a superior personalised experience. As you can 
see, the user can choose how they get the support they need. We will work with you 
to define how this omni-channel approach looks and presents to end users. 
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I talked about the drivers that are shaping the way we are thinking and building the service desk of the future. Now, I want to touch on our 
primary goals behind all of this work. 

The three primary goals for our workplace support services are delivering a superior end user experience, lowering the total cost of ownership 
and driving business outcomes. These three factors are interdependent and therefore cannot be looked at in isolation.

By focusing our solutions on providing a great end user experience, we aim to increase user satisfaction with our transformation. Creating a great 
end user experience requires us to ensure the solutions we implement are of high quality, and are simple and effective for users to get benefit 
from; this starts with driving problem avoidance and increasing the speed that users can get the support they need. This will increase user 
productivity, these experience improvements are business outcome focused. To meet our objectives of being experience and business outcome 
focused we leverage our analytics and cognitive systems to predict potential issues and stop them from occurring, and identifying issues in real-
time and proactively resolving them before they impact users*

At the same time, by creating a great end user experience, we improve the collaboration between end users and our Workplace Support Services, 
and ensure our strategic initiatives provide visible value to end users. This increases users’ engagement with these initiatives, which increases the 
utilization of our end user facing tools, adds value to the business and reduces the total cost of ownership.

As way of example, our Virtual Personal Assistant solution provides a one stop shop for a user’s to get immediate IT Support. As the Virtual 
personal assistant enables users to get answers, automate fixes and raise tickets quickly, this improves user productivity (Business outcomes) and 
delivers a great experience. This in turn drives adoption in self-service solutions, by empowering the user; which in turn drives significant 
reduction in the total cost of ownership.

NOTE TO SPEAKER: 
* This is a very important factor for us to get into, and I encourage when you are talking to a client to understand some of their pain points. 
That is, understand what their industry is doing and some of the things that may be salient to them from a  business outcomes perspective. Put 
yourself in the shoes of some of the folks that are calling the service desk. Try to understand if they are client facing themselves. Try to 
understand whether or not some of our proactive technologies could eliminate issues from ever occurring and/or help workers provide better 
customer service for the company that they are representing. We want to be able to drive those business outcomes. For 2019, this the most 
important focus point for us -- that we are developing and delivering technology that is bringing improved business outcomes.  

**We want to really  highlight the proactive and predictive capabilities through analytics and automation. 
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